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Chapter 1 

Let us go back to 2007 when Felix was 13.  He was a gullible kid but also a troublemaker. He lived 

with his great aunt called Becky. He stayed with her because when he was 3 years old his parents 

sadly passed away from a car crash. When it was around his 14th birthday, his great aunt brought a 

submarine after saving up for her whole life. Not for Felix, for herself. Felix loved submarines. He 

always wanted a submarine. He begged his great aunt for one for a long time, but she said no. Felix 

has been mad at her since then. 

 

 

Chapter 2 

2013... Great Aunt Becky is 59, while she was sleeping, Felix went on the submarine without his aunt 

knowing after his curiosity. Since Great Aunt Becky lives in front of the ocean it was easy to take it to 

water.  Felix was gone for quite a brief time. Once it was morning when Becky woke up, she went to 

check up on Felix, but then saw he was not in his bed, she thought he may have been in the garage, 

she went to go check he was not there, either was the submarine. Becky got so frustrated she knew 

that Felix left with the submarine. Little did Felix know; his aunt just doesn’t have 1 submarine. Aunt 

Becky was worried about 1 thing.  

It was a ruby that her great-great-great grandfather gave her. The thing about it is, if bare hands 

touch the big red ruby, it melts. Now she had to get to the submarine, she had to use a ladder to get 

in and out. On each submarine there is a tracker that is tracks the submarine. 

When she got in the ocean, she was following the tracker. Once she found the submarine, she 

opened the hatch and put on her oxygen mask and tank. As she got in the water, she got a shiver. 

She unlocked the hatch of the submarine that Felix is in. She tells him to get out, but he refused. 

Aunt Becky begged him, and Felix argued. But the problem was that he didn’t have an oxygen mask. 

Aunt Becky gave him hers. Since the submarine was down below sea level, Aunt Becky unfortunately 

ran out of breath. And sadly, drowned and passed away. 

 

 

Chapter 3 

Now we are back at the present 10 years later and Felix is on his way to choreograph a dance. 

Suddenly Felix stops walking to his studio. “Ahhhh!” Felix screamed in pain as he grips head tightly. 

He closes his eyes from pain and sees a vision. He sees an old submarine, crashed and in the middle 

of the dark ocean. Inside he finds photos of him and his great aunt having fun inside the submarine. 

The vision stops and Felix falls to the floor, feeling dizzy. He knows exactly where the submarine is 

and leaves to find it. 

Felix is on his way to find the submarine that he is sure to claim that it's his. He could use the money 

for his financial issues these months since it’s been very hard to make a living out of dance 

choreography. Felix dives in the ocean and finds the same submarine that was in his vision below. 

Once he reached the inside of submarine, he remembered the memories of his great aunt Becky and 

him having fun. He reached the place where he found the photos of his aunt and suddenly 

 
 

 

 



   

 

   

 

remembers how he killed his aunt Becky. “Bark, bark” Felix turns around to find his dog, Leo. He was 

following Felix the whole time. 

 

Chapter 4 

The dog started barking loudly, warning Felix that somebody was there. The great aunt heard the 

barks and went towards the sound. Becky finds her nephew standing in her submarine with a dog. 

Hatred fills her eyes as Felix tries to calm down the dog. “How dare he come in my submarine” Becky 

thought. Suddenly a smirk appeared across her face; “it’s time to get rid of him” she thought. 

Her first attempt at getting rid of Felix was a knife but he somehow dodged it. Becky’s second 

attempt was to trap him in the ship by locking it which Felix pick locked.  Her third attempt was a 

Ladder to fall on him. She tried many other ways, but Felix kept dodging them which made Becky 

even more mad. Felix was taking care of Leo the entire time, but the dog kept barking. At this point 

Felix was terrified, and he shivered. 

 

Chapter 5 

Felix got a cab and went to the airport with his dog Leo. He was terrified of the fact that his aunt 

would be back for revenge. His flight to Paris was at four, and he was going to board the plane in two 

hours. As he waited, Felix kept thinking about the submarine and how he had almost died. Leo tried 

to comfort Felix, but it just made him more scared. Two hours had finally passed, and Felix boarded 

the plane with Leo. He could finally relax now. He was finally getting away from it all.  

Felix called his childhood friend Ruby; she owns a baguette shop in Paris, he called her for shelter 

because he has nowhere that he can live. Ruby agreed and said yes!  Felix hides in a baguette shop 

with Leo while Felix eats a baguette, and it was so tasty that it melts in Felix’s mouth. After eating 

the baguette, he tried the most popular dish in Ruby shop, sponge cake. It was delicious. 

 

Chapter 6 

After a week, Felix once again had flash backs of his aunt which led him to book a plane ticket back 

home. He quickly packed his bags, said bye to ruby and took a cab to the airport his flight was at two 

in an hour to Melbourne. He reaches Melbourne he finds a cab, as soon as he gets off the cab at his 

house he goes in and it is all trashed, at this point he is so tired he just sits on the couch and falls 

asleep he hears bangs outside, he looks outside, it is his aunty who passed away 10 years ago.  She 

starts chasing after him. 

Felix is running through the rough streets of Melbourne when a kangaroo comes out of nowhere and 

wants to box him. The kangaroo throws first punch, Felix dodges and knocks out the kangaroo and 

starts Fortnite default dancing on him. He runs and sees Aunt Becky behind him, but he throws 

baguettes at aunty Becky then sees the submarine he jumps over 40 echidnas, and the submarine 

was right in his grasp. Felix gets in the submarine and goes underwater. He escapes to Sydney, but he 

doesn’t have a jacket, so he starts to shiver but when he gets to Sydney something bad happens. 

Something bad.  

 

 

 

 



   

 

   

 

Chapter 7 

Right before Felix got off the submarine something crashed inside the left side of his chest, a butcher 

knife. Felix had been stabbed, just as he fell to the ground, he was rushed to the hospital 

immediately. He woke up in a hospital bed feeling a bit dizzy. “He is still alive!!!” the doctors 

revealed. He is the luckiest man ever because his heart was on the right side instead of the left “It’s a 

miracle!!!” the doctors stated. Right after the stabbing, Aunty Becky was nowhere to be found, she 

just... vanished. Felix crushed the submarine and turned it into a free cruise that is still there up to 

this day.  

            

Chapter 8 

After surviving the shocking stabbing incident, Felix's life took an unexpected turn. The doctors 

marveled at the unusual position of his heart and dubbed it a "miracle" that the knife had missed a 

vital organ. News of his remarkable survival spread like wildfire, turning him into a local legend. 

People came from all around to meet the man with the "miracle heart," hoping to catch a glimpse of 

the living proof of fate's whimsical nature.  

  

As Felix recovered in the hospital, he couldn't shake off the strange feeling that there was more to 

the incident than met the eye. The sudden disappearance of Aunty Becky raised suspicions, and his 

analytical mind began to connect the dots. He remembered her peculiar behavior leading up to the 

incident – her nervous glances, cryptic statements, and her unexplained absence afterward. Felix 

became consumed with finding out the truth.  

Chapter 9  

His newfound notoriety caught the attention of a curious journalist named Mia, who sensed a 

gripping story hidden beneath the surface. Intrigued by Felix's survival and Aunty Becky's 

disappearance, Mia decided to investigate. She delved into the pasts of both Felix and Aunty Becky, 

unearthing a complex web of secrets, lies, and hidden motives.  

  

As Felix left the hospital, he joined forces with Mia to uncover the mystery. They discovered that 

Aunty Becky had been involved in a clandestine operation, using the submarine to smuggle valuable 

artifacts across borders. The stabbing was an attempt to silence Felix and prevent him from exposing 

her operation.  

Chapter 10  

With determination and an unyielding spirit, Felix and Mia embarked on a journey to bring Aunty 

Becky to justice. Their investigation led them through a series of dangerous twists and turns, 

uncovering international intrigue and hidden alliances. Along the way, they formed an unexpected 

bond and discovered their own strengths.  

  

Their efforts eventually led to Aunty Becky's arrest, exposing her criminal activities to the world. The 

converted submarine cruise, now a symbol of triumph over adversity, became a popular tourist 

attraction, drawing visitors who were captivated by Felix's tale of survival and resilience.  

 



   

 

   

 

  

Felix's life, once ordinary, had transformed into an extraordinary adventure. His miracle heart not 

only saved his life but also led him on a path of courage, discovery, and redemption. And as for Felix 

and Mia, their partnership evolved into a deep and lasting friendship, reminding them that 

sometimes the most unexpected events can open the door to a new and purposeful life journey.  

Chapter 11  

  

With Aunty Becky behind bars and her criminal network dismantled, Felix and Zelda faced a new 

challenge – adapting to their changed lives. The quiet thrill of solving a mystery and bringing a 

wrongdoer to justice had left an indelible mark on both of them. But as the media spotlight waned 

and life settled into a new rhythm, they found themselves grappling with the question: "What now?"  

  

For Felix, the answer began to take shape in the form of public speaking engagements. His story of 

survival and resilience resonated with people across the country. He shared his journey of turning 

adversity into opportunity, inspiring others to embrace their own setbacks as catalysts for growth. 

Each time he recounted the fateful day he was stabbed; he looked out at the audience and saw hope 

in their eyes – hope that they too could overcome their challenges.  

  

Mia, on the other hand, rediscovered her passion for journalism. The investigative thrill that had 

initially drawn her to Felix's case rekindled a fire within her. Armed with a newfound sense of 

purpose, she began writing articles about unsung heroes and uncovering hidden stories of courage 

and triumph. Her words became a source of inspiration, reminding readers that even in the darkest 

of times, there was always a glimmer of hope.  

  

As Felix and Mia continued their individual paths, their friendship deepened. They had been through 

an extraordinary ordeal together, and that bond was unbreakable. Their conversations shifted from 

the adrenaline-fueled pursuit of justice to quieter reflections on life, dreams, and the power of 

resilience. In each other, they found unwavering support and a safe haven to express their thoughts 

and feelings.  

  

Chapter 12  

  

One sunny afternoon, Felix received an unexpected visitor at his home. It was Dr. Morgan, one of the 

doctors who had treated him after the stabbing. She had been captivated by Felix's story and had 

followed his journey closely. With a warm smile, she handed him a small package – a leather-bound 

journal. "I thought you might appreciate this," she said.  

  

Intrigued, Felix opened the journal and began to read. It was his medical journal from the days 

following the stabbing, filled with notes, observations, and diagrams of his heart's unique 



   

 

   

 

positioning. As he flipped through the pages, he realized that this journal was a testament not only to 

his physical healing but also to the healing of his spirit. It was a reminder of how far he had come and 

the remarkable people who had stood by him.  

  

Moved by the gesture, Felix decided to turn the journal into a book – a memoir of his journey from 

an ordinary man to an unwitting hero. With Zelda's journalistic expertise and his own introspection, 

they crafted a narrative that touched on themes of courage, friendship, and the unexpected turns life 

could take. The book, titled "Heart's Resonance," became a bestseller, touching hearts and inspiring 

readers to embrace their own unique paths.  

  

Chapter 13  

  

As "Heart's Resonance" gained popularity, Felix and Mia found themselves on a whirlwind book tour. 

From small bookstores to grand auditoriums, they shared their story with countless individuals 

hungry for inspiration. People of all ages and backgrounds approached them, sharing their own 

struggles and triumphs. Felix's message of turning adversity into strength had created a ripple effect 

of positivity.  

  

During one particularly memorable event, a young woman named Lily approached Felix with tears in 

her eyes. She recounted her own battle with a life-threatening illness and how she had often felt 

hopeless. But hearing Felix's story had changed her perspective. "Your journey has shown me that 

miracles can happen, even in the darkest moments," she said.  

  

Felix and Mia exchanged a knowing glance. Their mission had gone beyond solving a mystery or 

achieving personal success. It had become about touching lives, igniting hope, and fostering 

connections between people who had faced their own challenges. The book tour transformed into a 

journey of sharing, healing, and building a community of resilience.  

  

Chapter 14  

Years later, Felix stood on the deck of the converted submarine cruise ship, gazing out at the sea. The 

sun dipped below the horizon, casting a warm glow on the water. The cruise ship had become a 

symbol not only of his survival but also of the boundless potential that resided within every person.  

  

Beside him stood Mia, a lifelong friend and partner in their shared mission. They continued to 

collaborate on projects that celebrated the human spirit and advocated for positive change. Their 

friendship had weathered the tests of time and had grown stronger with each passing year.  

  



   

 

   

 

As Felix looked back on his journey – from the shocking stabbing to the unexpected partnership with 

Mia, from the pursuit of justice to the discovery of purpose – he couldn't help but marvel at the 

twists and turns that life had taken. What had started as a simple act of fate had blossomed into a 

life rich with meaning, connections, and a legacy of inspiration.  

  

And as the stars began to twinkle in the night sky, Felix whispered a silent thank you to the universe. 

For in the most unlikely of circumstances, he had found his heart's resonance – a melody of strength, 

hope, and the remarkable power of the human spirit. 
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Felix and Mia's journey was far from over. The success of their book had created a platform 

for them to further their mission of spreading hope and positivity. Inspired by the impact of 

their words, they decided to establish a foundation dedicated to helping individuals who had 

faced adversity find their own paths to resilience and recovery. The foundation, named 

"Resonate Hearts," offered workshops, mentorship programs, and resources for people to 

navigate life's challenges with newfound strength. 

  

With the help of their foundation, Felix and Mia began to host annual gatherings called 

"Resilience Retreats." These retreats brought together survivors, fighters, and those seeking 

inspiration from all corners of the world. The events were a fusion of storytelling, self-

discovery, and skill-building, creating a space for attendees to heal and grow. Every year, the 

retreat's attendees left with a renewed sense of purpose and a community of support that 

extended beyond borders. 



   

 

   

 

  

As their foundation flourished, Felix and Mia's impact reverberated through society. Their 

message of embracing adversity and transforming it into a catalyst for growth became a 

guiding light for people facing their own challenges. The stories shared within the Resonate 

Hearts community illustrated the incredible strength that resided within each individual, 

waiting to be ignited. 

  

One day, while preparing for the upcoming Resilience Retreat, Felix received a letter. The 

elegant handwriting on the envelope caught his attention. Opening it, he found a heartfelt 

message from Lily, the young woman they had met during their book tour. Lily expressed her 

gratitude for the impact their words had on her life. She had not only overcome her illness 

but had also started a foundation of her own, inspired by Resonate Hearts, to support 

children facing similar challenges. 

  

Felix's heart swelled with pride as he shared the letter with Mia. Their journey had come full 

circle – the ripples of their actions had extended far beyond their initial aspirations. Their 

purpose had evolved from solving a mystery to creating a movement of resilience, hope, and 

shared humanity. 

  

Chapter 16 

  

As time marched on, Felix and Mia's work continued to touch lives in profound ways. 

Resonate Hearts expanded its reach, partnering with organizations around the world to 

empower individuals and communities facing adversity. Their annual Resilience Retreats had 

grown into global events, drawing attendees from every continent, each with their own story 

to tell and lessons to share. 

  

Felix's public speaking engagements took him to stages of all sizes – from intimate 

community gatherings to international conferences. His message remained unchanged: the 

human spirit was capable of overcoming any obstacle, and every challenge was an 

opportunity for growth. 

  

Zelda's journalistic endeavors blossomed into a multimedia platform that featured stories of 

triumph, discovery, and the unbreakable human spirit. Her articles, documentaries, and 

podcasts brought the world closer together by showcasing the shared experiences of people 

from different walks of life. 

  



   

 

   

 

One day, Felix received a call from Mia, the journalist who had originally partnered with him 

to uncover the truth about Aunty Becky. Mia had been offered a book deal to tell their story 

in greater depth. With Mia's investigative skills and the resources of a publishing house, the 

book promised to reveal even more layers of the mystery they had unraveled and the 

journey that had followed. 

  

Felix and Mia enthusiastically agreed, understanding that the book could reach even more 

people and inspire them to persevere in the face of adversity. The collaboration with Mia 

rekindled their memories of the challenges they had overcome together and the strength 

they had found in each other's friendship. 

  

Chapter 17 

  

The release of Mia's book, titled "Whispers of Fate," became a sensation. It delved into the 

intricacies of their investigation, the evolution of their partnership, and the impact they had 

made on the lives of countless individuals. The book resonated with readers on a deep level, 

touching their hearts and reminding them that within every challenge lay the potential for 

transformation. 

  

In celebration of the book's release, Felix, and Mia organized a special event – a Resonance 

Gala. The gala was a gathering of kindred spirits, bringing together survivors, advocates, and 

those who had found strength in their stories. It was a night of inspiration, connection, and a 

reminder that each person's journey held the power to inspire and uplift others. 

  

As the gala came to a close, Felix took the stage, flanked by Mia. He looked out at the sea of 

faces, all illuminated by the warm glow of shared experiences. With a heart full of gratitude, 

he spoke about the unexpected turns life had taken him through – from a shocking incident 

to a life dedicated to inspiring others. He emphasized that resilience wasn't about avoiding 

challenges, but about finding the strength within to navigate them. 

  

Mia joined him in sharing their thoughts, creating a powerful duo that symbolized the unity 

of purpose and the strength of human connections. They reminded the audience that every 

challenge, every setback, and every triumph had the potential to shape their lives into 

something meaningful and beautiful. 

  

As the evening drew to a close, the attendees left with a renewed sense of purpose and a 

deeper understanding of the resilience that resided within them. Felix and Mia knew that 



   

 

   

 

their journey had transcended the boundaries of their own lives, evolving into a movement 

that inspired people to embrace their own stories and become the authors of their destinies. 

  

And so, as they stood on the threshold of a new chapter, Felix, Zelda, and Mia realized that 

their story was far from over. It was a story of courage, friendship, and the unwavering belief 

in the power of the human spirit to triumph over adversity. As they looked ahead, they knew 

that their paths would continue to intersect with others, weaving a tapestry of inspiration 

that would span generations. 

 

 

 

  

 

 



   

 

   

 

 

 


